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The well-known saddle point theorem is extended to the case of functions defined 
on a product space Xx V, where X is a Banach space and V is a compact manifold. 
Under some linking conditions, the existence of at least cuplength (V) + 1 critical 
points is proved. The abstract theorems are applied to the existence problems of 
periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems with periodic nonlinearity and/or 
resonance. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper we extend the well-known saddle point theorem to the case 
of functions defined on a product space Xx V, where X is a Banach space 
and V is a compact manifold. Under some linking conditions, the existence 
of at least cuplength (V) + 1 critical points is proved. The abstract 
theorems are applied to the existence problem of periodic solutions of 
Hamiltonian system with periodic nonlinearity and/or resonance. 
1. A GENERALIZED SADDLE POINT THEOREM 
Let X be a real Banach space. Let V be a finite-dimensional, compact 
C2-manifold without boundary. Q and L are two given subsets of Xx V. 
Let H be the family of all homeomorphisms of Xx V which are homotopic 
to the identity mapping and keep the subset Q fixed. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For every closed subset A of Xx V define the pseudo- 
category by 
Cat*(A) = zf, Cat(h(A) n L), 
where Cat denotes the usual Lusternik-Schnirelman category. 
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This pseudo category is a kind of pseudo index defined in [ 11. We 
collect its properties in the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Z be the family of all closed subsets of X x V, then 
(a) A c B implies Cat*(A) <Cat*(B), for A, BE C, 
(b) Cat*(A\B)>Cat*(A)-Cat(B),for A, BEE, 
(c) Cat*(h(A)) = Cat*(A), for A EC and h E H. 
We denote by C, the set (A~2/Cat*(A)>m}. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let f: Xx V + R be a Cl-function. For a nonempty 
C, we define 
sup f(x), m = 1, 2, . . . 
m  .reA 
Then 
Suppose that C = CT = Ci*, , = . . . = CF is a real number bigger than 
a = supXc o f(x). Suppose that f satisfies the (PS), condition, that is every 
sequence x, of Xx V such that f(x,) + C, df(x,) + 0, as n -+ co possesses 
a convergent subsequence. Then C is a critical value of f and 
Cat(&) > j - i + 1, where K, is the critical set at the level C: Kc = 
(XEXX Vlf(x)=C, df(x)=O}. 
These properties are well known now (see [ 1 J), so their proof is omitted. 
But we will use the following lemma later. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose there is a mapping h in H which maps f, + ,\N into 
fc _ E, where E is a constant and N is a subset of Xx V with Cat(N) < j - i. 
Then if CT.< C + E, we have CT < C - E. 
Proof: By the definition of CT we can choose a subset A with 
Cat*(A) > j and A cf.,,. Then the subset h(A\N) is contained in fC--E. 
But we have 
Cat*(h(A\N))=Cat*(A\N) 
3 Cat*(A) - Cat(N) 
> j - (j - i) = i, 
which implies that CT < C-E. 
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In order to apply the Proposition 1.3, it is of first importance to show 
that some C, is nonempty and contains a compact subset. Of course it 
depends on the special choice of the sets Q and L. 
Let X have a decomposition: X= Y + 2, where Y and Z are closed sub- 
spaced of X and dim Z < + co. Set D= {zEZI 1zI <R}, S=aD= 
(zEZI lzl=R), h w  ere R is a constant. We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.5. Set Q = S x V, L = Y x V. Then 
Cat*(D x V) 2 cuplength( V) + 1. 
Remark 1.6. By the definition of Cat*, it is obvious that 
Cat*(A) <Cat( V) for any subset A. Between the category and the 
cuplength holds the relationship 
Cat(V) 2 cuplength( V) + 1. (1.1) 
So a natural question is whether there exists a subset A with 
Cat*(A) = Cat( V). For some “simple” manifolds, such as the sphere and 
the torus, equality holds in (1.1). In this case (1.1) gives the possibly best 
result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Consider the cohomology H*(Xx V) and the 
relative homology H,(Xx V, S x V). We have H*(Xx V) = H*( V) and 
H,(Xx V, S x V) = H,(D x V, S x V), hence 
where r = dim Z. Let p = cuplength( V), then there are oi, 02, . . . . op in 
H*( V) such that dim oi > 0 and the cup product o1 u . . . u wp # 0. Accor- 
dingly we have a in H,(XxV,SxV) such that [a,w,u ..-uo,]#O. 
Given a chain z of a and a mapping h in our family ZY, by the assumption 
on H, h(z) is still a chain of a. We prove that Cat*(z) 2 cuplength( V) + 1. 
(Here and in the following we do not distinguish between a chain and its 
support, if there is no confusion). If it is not, then Cat(h(z) n L) < p for a 
mapping in H, and there are 2p contractible subsets B,, . . . . BP; B;, . . . . Bb 
such that 
B,cB;, ,..., p, i=l 
h(z) n L c B, u . . . u B,, or 
h(z) c B, u . . u BP u ((A’\ Y) x V). 
Since dim oi> 0, we can choose a cochain Gi in oi whose support is 
contained in Xx V\BI. Subdividing h(z) = zO + z1 + . . . + zP such that 
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z. c (X\Y) x V, zic B:, i= 1, . . . . p. Since Sx V is a deformation retract of 
(X\Y) x V, the chain z. represents a trivial homology class, and we have 
[a,o,u . . . uw,] 
= [h(z), Q, u . . ’ u cI$] 
=[z,+z,+ ... +z,,c%,u ... u&J 
= 0, 
which is a contradiction. Finally, we can choose a chain ,T of C( with its 
support in D x V and we have 
Cat*(D x V) 2 Cat*(z) 3 cuplength( V) + 1. 
Now we are in a position to extend the well-known saddle point 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.7 (The generalized saddle point theorem). Let X be a 
Banach space and have a decomposition: X = Y + Z where Y and Z are two 
subspaces of X with dim Z < + 00. Let V be a finite-dimensional, compact 
C2-manifold without boundary. Let f: Xx V + R be a C’-function and 
satisfy the Palais-Smale condition. Suppose that f satisfies 
inf f(x)>/& XE Yx v 
SUP f(X)G~<P, 
XESX v 
where S=aD, D={y~zj (yl<R} and R, CI, /I are constants. Then the 
function f has at least cuplength( V) + 1 critical points. 
ProoJ Define 
Ci= inf SUP f(x), i = 1, . . . . p + 1, Cat*A>i xcA 
where p = cuplength( V), then 
c,< sup f(x)=?< +a. 
XEDXV 
On the other hand, if Cat*(A) 2 1, then A n (Y x V) # @. In fact the iden- 
tity mapping belongs to the family H and Cat(A n Yx V) > Cat*(A). 
Hence 
suPf(x)3Xf;f, vf(x)2/3, 
x E A 
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and Ci B P > a. NOW Theorem 1.7 follows from Proposition 1.3 and 
inf f(x)< C, d ... GC,,, 6 sup f(x). 
XE Yx v .rcDxl’ 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.7 we have the following theorem of 
Landesman-Laser type due to K. C. Chang [2,3]: 
THEOREM 1.8. Let H be a Hilbert space and A be a bounded self-adjoint 
operator on H which splits the space H into H, + HP + H, according to its 
spectral decomposition. Denote by P, and P, the orthogonal projections onto 
positive, negative spectrum space H, and the kernel of A, HO, respectively. 
Assume that 
(Hl) The restriction A 1 H, is invertible, i.e., A 1 H, has a bounded 
inverse on H f . 
(H2) The spaces HP and H, are finite-dimensional. 
(H3) G: H x V + R is a C’-function, where V is a finite-dimensional, 
compact C2-mantfold. Suppose that G has a bounded, compact gradient dG 
and 
G(P,u, v)+ --co (or +a~), unzformly in u as IP,uJ + +CO. 
Then the function f: H x V--t R defined by 
f(x) = $Au, u) + G(u, u) for x = (u, u) 
has at least cuplength( V) + 1 critical points. 
Proof For V being a singleton, the conclusion is well known. Now 
everything proceeds just in the same way, provided we use the generalized 
saddle point theorem instead of the original one. In fact we set Y = H,, 
Z=H-+H,,ifG+-oo;and Y=H++H,,Z=H_,ifG++co. 
2. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS OF SECOND ORDER 
In this section we consider Hamiltonian systems of second order. The 
problem is to look for periodic solutions of the following systems: 
x” + V,( t, x) = 0, 
x(0) = x(27c), x’(0) = x’(27z), 09 
where the potential V: R x RN --* R is a Cl-function 2rr-periodic in t, and 
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x = (x1, . ..) x,) E RN. We assume that V is periodic in a part of the variables 
xi and resonant at infinity with respect to the other part of variables. 
(Vl) V is periodic in the variables x1, . . . . xp. 
According to the growth of V and V, at infinity we have different 
“degree” of resonance. First of all we can assume that V satisfies the 
Landesman-Laser condition: 
(V2) V, is bounded and V tends to infinity uniformly in t, x,, . . . . xp 
as .?=(xg+r,..., xN) tends to infinity in RNeP. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions (VI ) and (V2) the problem (V) has 
at least p + 1 solutions. 
Prooj We consider the function defined on W’,‘(S’, RN): 
f(x)=J$ IX’F V&X), (2.1) 
here and in the following j always stands for s? (e) dt. Let 
ei = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) E RN, 
ith 
Z,=span{e,,...,e,} 
Z=span{e,+,, . . . . eN}. 
Let Y be the orthogonal complement of Z, + Z in W’,‘(S ‘, RN) and M be 
the quotient space Z,/{x + ei- x, i= 1, . . . . p} which is nothing but the 
torus T p. Now regard the function f as defined on (Y + Z) x TP and apply 
Theorem 1.7. 
A more interesting case is the one of the so-called strong resonance, that 
is assume that V satisfies the condition 
(V3) V and V, tend to zero uniformly in t, x1, . . . . xp as 
2 = (xp + , , ,.., xN) tends to infinity in RNPp. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the .assumptions (Vl) and (V3), the problem (V) 
has at least p + 1 solutions. 
Several authors ([ 11, 143, [S]) considered the case of strong resonance 
without the presence of periodic nonlinearity. While the author of [3] 
considered the resonance case of Landesman-Laser type. 
First we give a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. The function defined by (2.1) satisfies the (PS), condition 
for C different from zero. More precisely suppose that f(x,) -+ C, df (x,) -+ 0, 
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and x, = yn + z, + u,, where z, E Z, u, E T p = Z,,/periodiciry, y, E (Z, + Z) I. 
Then either x, possesses a convergent subsequence or C = 0, Iz,,( + + 00 and 
y, + v, has a convergent subsequence. 
Proof: Since V, is bounded and df(x,) converges to zero, it is easily 
seen that y, is bounded. If z, is bounded too, then a subsequence of x, will 
be weakly convergent, and the compactness of imbedding from WI,* to L* 
implies that this subsequence strongly converges indeed. Now suppose that 
z, tends to infinity. By the assumption (V3), V, tends to zero, and the fact 
df(x,) + 0 implies that y, tends to zero. Finally we obtain that 
.f(xJ = 14 I(Y’I’- U4x,)+O, 
that is C=O. 
Decompose x into y + z + u, YE Y, ZE Z, u E TP. Set S= S(R) = 
{zEZI lzl =R}, D=D(R)= {zEZI 1.~1 GR}. Let H=N(R) be the family 
of all homeomorphisms of (Y+ Z) x TP which are homotopic to the 
identity and keep S x TP lixed. Define 
Cat:(A) =hEi~SR, Cat(h(A) n Y x V), 
C,*(R) = inf supXp A f(x), 
cat;(a) 2 i 
i = 1, . . . . p + 1. 
Then 
Inff<CC1*(R)< ... <C,*+,(R)< sup f(x)< sup f(x). 
XCDXV XEZX v 
Choose a sequence R + + cc such that the limits of C,*(R) exist: 
C,+ = $?I C,*(R), i = 1, . . . . p + 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. If C,? > 0, then, for R large enough, C*(R) f CT+ 1(R) Q 
..- < Cp*+ ,(R) are critical values off: Moreover $ C* = C,*(R) = CT(R), 
iQk<j<p+ 1, then Cat(K,.)>j-k+ 1. 
Proof. For R large enough CT(R) > /I E $CT > 0. By the assumption 
(V3), a(R) = supxssx .fb) -+ 0, as R -+ + co. Choose R so large that 
a(R) < j?. The present lemma follows from Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 2.3. 
Now we define another set of numbers by the Lusternik-Schnirelman 
category: 
Ci= inf SUP f(x), i= 1 3 a.., p+ 1. 
Cat(A)3i XE,.f 
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that f has finitely many critical points only. Then 
Ci< C*, i= 1, . . . . p+ 1. 
Prooj Since f has at most finite number of critical points, we can 
choose a point z of Z and a ball neighborhood B, of z in Z such that f has 
no critical points in (Y + B6) x T p. By Lemma 2.3 there are constants E, b 
such that Idf(x)l>b, for any x in (Y+Bg)xTP and If(x)-CTI<E. 
Taking E small enough, say E = min(E, ibd), and using the gradient vector 
field off (more precisely the pseudo gradient vector field), we can construct 
a deformation Y of Xx TP, which maps (Y+z)x TPnf,:,, into fcTeE. 
Now take R large enough, Cjr(R) < C+ + E. By the definition of C*(R) 
there exists a subset A satisfying 
Cat*(A) 3 i, sup f(x) < c* + E, or Acfc*+,. 
XEA 
Choose a mapping h in H(R) which maps ( Y + z) x TP into Y x TP. Then 
i<Cat(h(A)n(Yx TP)) 
= Cat(h(A n h-‘( Yx TP)) 
= Cat(A n ( Y + z) x Tp). 
Set B=Y(An((Y+z)xTP)), we have 
Cat(B) = Cat(A n (Y + z) x TP)) Z i and Bcf,:-,. 
which implies that 
ci < sup f(x) < c* - E. 
I E B 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose that 
(In fact C: $0, but we need not this fact.) Then by Lemma 2.4 f has at 
least p - i + 1 critical points corresponding to positive critical values. 
On the other hand by Lemma 2.5, C, d ... < Ci < CF < 0, hence the 
Lusternik-Schirelman theory and Lemma 2.3 imply that f has at least i 
critical points corresponding to negative critical values. Altogether we 
obtain at least p + 1 critical points. 
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3. INDEFINITE FUNCTIONS 
When we look for periodic solutions of general Hamiltonian systems 
-Jz’ = H,(t, 2) 
z(0) = z(2n), 
then we have to deal with indefinite functions. So in this section we will 
extend the results obtained in Section 1 to the case of indefinite functions. 
There are several possible ways to do this. The first one is to apply the 
saddle point reduction method due to Amman under the assumption that 
the Hamiltonian function H has a bounded Hessian H,,. Another way is 
to use the Galerkin approximation method. 
The setting of the problem is the same as in Section 1 with the exception 
that we allow the subspaces Y and Z be both infinite-dimensional. 
Let X be a Banach space and have a decomposition X= Y + Z, where Y 
and Z are closed subspaces of X. Let Z,, n = 1,2, . . . be a sequence of tinite- 
dimensional subspaces of Z, and X, = Y + Z,. Let f: Xx V -+ R be a C ‘- 
function, where V is a finite-dimensional, compact C*-manifold without 
boundary. Let f,: X, x V + R be the restriction off on X, x V. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that f satisfies the (P.S)z condition, if every 
sequence {x,} such that x, E X,, x V, fJx,) -+ C dfJx,) + 0, possesses a 
subsequence which strongly converges in Xx V to a point x with f(x) = C 
and df (x) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that f and f, satisfy the (P.S) and (P.S)* condi- 
tions. Suppose that there are constants u < b < y and R such that 
f(x)>fl for XE Yx v, (3.1) 
f(x) G a for xESx V, (3.2) 
f(x) G Y for XEDX V, (3.3) 
where D={zEZI lzl<R}, S=aD=( ZEZI IzI = R). Then f has at least 
cuplength( V) + 1 critical points. 
Proof. Define D,= DnZ,, S,=SnZ,=aD,. f,, satisfies the (P.S) 
condition and 
inf f,(x) 3 A 
XE Yx v 
sup fn(x)Ga<P. 
xes,x v 
Since Z, is finite-dimensional, we can apply Theorem 1.7 to the functionf,. 
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Define 
Cr”=c,@J>isuPf”(x)’ i = 1, . . . . p + 1, n = 1, 2, . ..) 
where p = cuplength( V) and Cat* is defined with respect to the sets 
L = Y x V and Q = S, x V in X,, x I’. (See the Definition 1.1 ), then C& will 
be critical values off, and 
Turning to a subsequence, we can assume that 
lim C& = CT, i= 1, . . . . p + 1, 
n-a: 
p<c:< ... <c,*,,<y. 
By the (PS)* condition CF are critical values off: If these CT’s are all 
different from each other, then f has already p + 1 critical values. Now 
suppose that 
c=c*= . . . =q, j> i. 
We are to show that Cat(K,) 2 j- i+ 1, hencefhas infinitely many critical 
points. Let N be a neighborhood of K, with Cat(N) = Cat(K,). Denote by 
N(6) the set {XEXX Vldis(x, K,)66}. N contains N(6) for some 6 >O. 
By the (PS)* condition we have constants E; b, and integer n, such that 
Idfn(x,)I 2 6 for x, 5 N,(6/8) E N(6/8) n A’,, x V, 
and ~,(x,)E [C-E, C+E], n>n,. 
In fact if it is not, then we have a sequence {x,> such that x, belongs 
to X,x V\N(6/8), &(x,)+ C, df(x,) -+O. By the (P.S)* condition x, 
converges to a point x (turning to a subsequence, if necessary) with 
f(x)=C, #(x)=0, b t d u x oes not belong to N(6/8), which is a contradic- 
tion, since N(6/8) contains the critical set K,, hence the point x. By a 
standard argument we choose a constant E and construct a sequence of 
homeomorphisms h, : X,, x F’+ X, x V, which maps f,, c+ E \N, into fn,c-E 
and keeps the set S, x V fixed, where N, = Nn (X,, x V). It is important 
that the constant E depends on .F, 6, and b only and is independent of n, say 
E = min(E, ibbs). Now choose n large enough, n > n,, 
C-E<C;,< “. ,<Cfn<C+&. 
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By Lemma 1.4 Cat X,x ,(N,) 2 j - i + 1. But a subset of X, x V is contrac- 
tible in Xx V, if and only if so is it in X, x V. Hence 
Cat(&) = Cat(N) 
> Cat(N,) = Cat,, .(N,) 
3j-i+ 1. 
In parallel with Theorem 1.8 we have the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Theorem 1.8 still holds, even if the restriction on the 
dimension of H_ is dropped, 
Proof. We first prove the theorem for the case that H is a separate 
Hilbert space and the operator A has a very special form A = P, - P- . 
Let HY be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of H- , 
n = 1, 2, . . . . P’Y be the orthogonal projections onto HY and converge to P_ 
strongly as n-+co. Set H,=H++HY+HO, f,=flH,xV. We are to 
verify that f and f, satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. 
(a) There exist constants u, 8, y, and R satisfying (3.1)-(3.3). By 
assumption (H3) G has a bounded gradient, for x = (u, v) E H x V, we have 
IG(u, v) - G(P,u, v)l < CJu - P,ul. 
(a.1) x=(u,v)~H+ x I’. 
f(x)=$l*+G(u,v) 
~~(u~2-C~~(-G(0,v) 
2 ;I+ CJUI -c 
2 p. 
(a4 x = (u, v) E (He + H,) x V, 
u=z.- +u,, u-EH-, u,EH~. 
f(x)= -$lu-l*+G(u,v) 
d --f(u-I*+C(u_I+G(u,,v) 
d -$lu-J*+G(u,,v)+C 
d y. (3.4) 
It follows also from (3.4) that f + -co as 1~1 tends to infinity and u 
belongs to H_ + H,. 
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(b) f satisfies the (P.S)* condition. Suppose that x,, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
belongs to H, x V, fJx,) + C, df,(x,) + 0, as n + co. Let x,= (u,, u,), 
U’ = P, u,, uE= P,,u,. Then 
f(x,)=~(lu,‘12-lu,12)+~(~,,~,)-tC, (3.5) 
(u;, ii’) - (u,, C)+ (dG(x,), 2) = o(l.Fl), (3.6) 
where 2 is a tangent vector, whose component on H is li. Set Z = (u’ , 0) 
in (3.6), which implies the boundness of Iu’ I. Then from (3.5) and (3.6) we 
have 
lW& &?)I < IG(u,, u)l + OGI - u,“l 
~flu,~*+C+C(IU,tI+(U,I)~C, 
hence U: is bounded. Choose a subsequence (still denoted by (xn}) such 
that v, --) u, u, - U, U’ - u*, U: -+ u’, also dG(u,, II,) tends to w. We are 
to show that U, converges to u strongly in H. 
(u/T, u; -u,) 
= (u, , u; - P” 24; ) 
= (dG(u,, u,), u, -P” u,)+ o(l) 
= w,u, ( -P”u,)+o(l) 
= (w, l4; -u,)+o(l) 
=0(l), 
where o( 1) denotes quantities tending to zero as n,m -+ co. Also 
(u;,u;-u;)+O, hence (u;-u;,u;-UU,)+O, as n,m-+co, and 
24; -*u- strongly. Similarly u,’ strongly converges to u +. 
(c) f and f, satisfy the (P.S) conditions. Since the proof is almost the 
same as for the (P.S)* condition, we omit it. 
Once (a), (b), (c) being true, we can apply Theorem 3.2. Now turn to the 
general case. 
For a given point u in H, set 
A point x = (u, II) is a critical point of the function 
f(x) = ;W, u) + G(u, 01, 
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if and only if y = (w, u) is a critical point of the function 
So we can assume that A has the form of P, - Pp. Since G has a compact 
gradient, the range of dG: Hx V + H is a separate set. Denote by fi the 
closed subspace spanned by the range of dG. Set H = P, A+ P- fi + H,, 
fi is a separate Hilbert space. Consider the restriction i of g on Ax V, in 
this case we have proved that i has at least p + 1 critical points, which are 
also the critical points of g. Hence we obtain p + 1 critical points of j 
Now we study the periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian systems, in 
which the Hamiltonian functions are periodic in some of the variables. 
We use the following notations: p, q E RN, 
P = (Pl 7 ...3 Pi), 4 = (4, 3 .*.2 4i), 
P = (Pi+ 13 *..) Pj), 4 = (4i+ 1) ...3 4jh 
B= (Pj+l* ...3 P/f), B = (4j+ 13 ..*> q/c), 
d=(p k + 1 Y  . ..v PNh 4= (4 k + 1) ..*, qNh 
l<i<j<k<N. 
We assume 
(Hl) HEC’(S’ xR , 2N R) is periodic in the following variables J?, 4, 
A 4. 
(H2) H, is bounded and H to infinity uniformly in t and j, 4, 0, 4, 
as IpI + 141 + 191 + 141 tends to infinity. 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the assumptions (Hl ) and (H2), the Hamiltonian 
system 
-Jz’ = H,(t, z), tes’ 
has at least i + k + 1 periodic solutions, where z = (p, q) E RZN. 
Proof. Define 
f(x) = j f( -Jz’, z) - H(t, z). 
Split the space W1’*(S1, R2N) into Y+Z+Z,, where 
Z,=span(~,q,~,~}cRzN, 
Z=span{$,&@,4}CRZN, 
(3.7) 
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and Y is the orthogonal complement of (Z+ Z,) in W”2(S ‘, R2N). The 
quotient space Z,/periodicity is the torus Tifk. Regard the function (3.5) 
as defined on (Y+Z) x Ti+k, then all the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are 
satisfied. 
Remark. We have generalized the results of [3] and [7]. where a 
bounded Hessian of H is assumed. 
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